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Safe, Pure, Delicious Apple Cider From Your Own Yard
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to present to you our famous
Happy Valley Ranch Cider and Wine Presses. We have been building these
presses for over 40 years and they have withstood the test of time. Don’t
settle for a cheap knock-off that will be here today and gone tomorrow.
Cider making is fun for the entire family. Sparkling, clear fresh pressed
apple cider is delicious and very good for you. Some credit it with great
therapeutic value but the taste alone convinces our family. When you
compare the cost to store bought juices a great deal of money can be saved
and you don’t have to worry about what chemicals and preservatives that
might have been used.

Cider making in America dates back as far as the Pilgrims in the 1600’s
and our equipment is designed after the OLD FASHIONED presses used in
that period. It is still the most efficient and easiest to operate press on the
market today. Even a child can easily turn the Grinder Wheel. Your family
and friends will enjoy getting together for an afternoon of old time cider
making. This fruit harvest season get in on the fun and excitement of tasting
fresh made apple cider.
Please take our catalog and go through it page by page. You’ll see that
our presses are built solid with heavy cast Iron and steel parts. The Acme
threaded screw is 50% larger around than any other model and the heavy
CAST IRON upper cross-arm with the treads turned into it is essential for
strength and will last for years.
Our CAST IRON GRINDER, now featuring a hard maple drum, design
produces much more juice from your apples and will not crack or breed
bacteria. We sell many of these to owners of other models who are
disappointed with the results of their present wooden made grinder.
All our wood parts are made of hard maple wood and the legs are
laminated for extra strength and to eliminate warping. Our skilled craftsmen
carefully make each part and inspect it for quality and fit. All knots are
scrapped from each board so you get a beautiful piece of equipment. One
you’ll be proud to own.
Don’t delay, decide which Happy Valley Ranch press fits your needs.
Go to our website at www.happyvalleyranch.com for faster processing, or
call us if you like at 844-CIDER-19 and we will be happy to take your order
over the phone.
If you wish to spread out your payments we have an Easy Layaway
Plan. See inside for further information.

We are a family-owned small business and we promise that you will be
happy with your purchase. Customer Service is part of the family.
ORDER TODAY ----- You’ll be glad you did!

Compare our Press
We produce the finest press made today
Maple Wood Construction
18 lb. Flywheel
For Easy use
Keeps up the momentum

Cast Iron Grinder
New improved Polymer drum
More Juice with our Grinder

Heavy 1-1/2’’ Acme Screw

Cast Iron
Upper
Cross-arm

Tub Holds
35 lbs. of
Ground Apples

Laminated Wood
For extra strength

Lower Cross-arm
Designed to withstand heavy use

Rugged Construction

HAPPY VALLEY RANCH
HAND CRAFTED CIDER AND FRUIT PRESSES
GET IN ON THE FUN AND EXCITEMENT THIS CIDER MAKING
SEASON AND BRING FAMILY AND FRIENDS TOGETHER TO
MAKE AND ENJOY GALLONS OF SPARKLING FRESH APPLE
CIDER. OF COURSE YOU’LL NEED THE BEST EQUIPMENT
AVAILABLE, SO WE INVITE YOU TO…...

TAKE A CLOSE-UP LOOK AND DISCOVER WHY
HAPPY VALLEY RANCH MAKES THE FINEST
FRUIT GRINDERS AND CIDER PRESSES ON THE
MARKET TODAY!
GRINDING CYLINDER:
The “Apple Eater” grinding cylinder has
eight rows of stainless steel teeth
embedded into a 5-1/2” diameter hard
maple drum. It is secured with a steel
pin to a ¾” solid steel shaft. The end
result is a totally maintenance-free
grinding device that quickly reduces a
box of apples to an easily pressed pulp.
Tested and proven to give you more
juice from your apples without grinding
the seeds or stems resulting in a clear
sweet cider without bitterness.

4-Part Grinder

3-Part Grinder

GRINDER ASSEMBLY:
The special self-feeding design of the
“Apple Eater” will grind whole apples of
any size with ease. You do not have to
slice or push them down. The grinding
box is made of cast iron and is held
together by strong bolts.

A 16” diameter, 18 lb. cast iron flywheel
makes the grinding smooth and fast.
Because of its massive weight, grinding
is substantially more effective with far
less effort. The “Apple Eater” is truly the
most efficient, most durable and the
easiest grinder to operate.

ACME SCREW AND CROSS-ARM:

Happy Valley Ranch is the only maker
of cider presses today that offers a
heavy cast iron cross-arm. Not a nut
welded to a small steel plate, but a solid
18 lb. cast iron cross-arm with the acme
threads turned into the iron. Like the old
time presses of yesterday, we feel this
feature is a must if a cider press is to
last for years.
The massive 1-1/2” diameter acme
threaded pressing screw is 22” long is
fitted on top with a 4-prong wheel. This
wheel allows maximum pressure to be
exerted.
A 4” diameter cast iron pressure foot
attached to the bottom of the screw
evenly distributes the downward force.

PRESSING TUB:
These pressing tubs have hard maple
wood, beveled staves for easy cleaning,
are 12” high by 13-1/2” OD diameter
and are banded with heavy steel hoops
for maximum strength and durability.
The capacity of each tub is one box (40
lbs) of pulped apples.

FRAME CONSTRUCTION:
Happy Valley Ranch cider and wine
presses are constructed of laminated
maple wood (except the Pioneer which
is #1 grade fir). Laminated hard maple
wood will not twist or crack with age and
is 50% stronger than a plain piece of
wood. Each wood piece is accurately
measured, cut and drilled right at our
factory. All joints are dadoed and crossbolted for full structural rigidity.
Final assembly is done with special care
to ensure a professional look, absolute
stability, and years of rugged use.

HOMESTEADER
SINGLE-TUB CIDER / WINE PRESS
( Grinder Included )

Not interested in using a grinder, see our Homesteader Wine Press

Not sure about hand cranking? See our NEW Motor Kits

Grinder Drum

Upper Cross-arm

Pressure Foot

The “Homesteader” is a single-tub cider / wine press with the same basic frame
and press screw assembly as our double-tub model. It has been specifically
designed as an all-purpose fruit press which is capable of grinding and efficiently
squeezing apples and grapes. The “Apple Eater” grinding attachment is
conveniently mounted on the back of the press – allowing the “pulped” fruit to fall
directly into the tub for squeezing (however, this attachment can be mounted
independent of the press, allowing both pressing and grinding operations to take
place at the same time!). The large, bevel staved tub holds approximately one
box (40 lbs) of pulped apples, and will yield approximately two gallons per press
(depending on the kind of apples used).
S P E C I A L ! E X C LU S I V E F E AT U R E
Get more juice from your apples. The “Apple Eater” grinder reduces the
fruit to a fine pulp. Grinds whole apples with ease. You do not have to slice
or push them down!
FRAME:
The frame is constructed of rugged laminated maple wood. All joints are dadoed
and cross-bolted for full structural rigidity. You will need to protect it with varnish,
lacquer, EZ-DO polyurethane.
Dimensions: 40”x25”x20”
SCREW:
The Acme-threaded press screw is 1-1/2” in diameter, 22” long and passes
through a heavy cast iron cross-arm. Pressure is applied to a reinforced pressdisc which fits inside the tub. Attached to the bottom of the screw is a cast iron
foot which distributes the pressure to the press-disc.
TUBS:
The maple wood tubs have beveled staves for easy cleaning stands 12” high by
13-1/2” OD in diameter and are banded with heavy steel hoops. The capacity is
equivalent to a box (40 lbs) of “pulped” apples. One juice rack is included with
each Press.
GRINDER:
The 5-1/2” diameter hard maple wood cylinder, which will not crack or breed
bacteria, has eight stainless steel knives. The specially designed grinding box is
cast iron. Operation is made smooth, fast and easy by the use of an 18 lb cast
iron flywheel attached to the grinder shaft.

AMERICAN
HARVESTER
DOUBLE-TUB CIDER / WINE PRESS
( Grinder Included )

Not sure about hand cranking? See our NEW Motor Kits

Grinder Drum

Upper Cross-arm

Pressure Foot

The American Harvester double-tub cider / wine press is a combination of the
best features found in different mills and presses manufactured around the turn of
the century. By the early 1900s, the double-tub model cider mill was by far the
most popular. The rugged 4-leg construction utilizing good maple wood and large
amounts of cast iron make this unit appealing to farmers and orchardists.
The American Harvester double-tub cider press has an advantage in design that
allows both the grinding and squeezing to take place at the same time. Also, the
grinding unit on the American Harvester reduces apples to a “pulp like”
consistency which allows a more efficient “pressing.”
In short, the American Harvester model will produce the most cider from the least
amount of apples in the shortest length of time….better than any other handoperated unit on the market!
Our experience shows that two people working at a comfortable pace can easily
grind and squeeze 50 gallons of cider in an afternoon.
S P E C I A L ! E X C LU S I V E F E AT U R E
Get more juice from your apples. The “Apple Eater” grinder reduces the
fruit to a fine pulp. Grinds whole apples with ease. You do not have to slice
or push them down!
FRAME:

The four leg construction is of rugged laminated maple wood. All joints are dadoed and cross
-bolted for full structural rigidity. You will need to protect it with varnish, lacquer, EZ-DO
polyurethane. Dimensions: 41”x36”x22”

SCREW:

The Acme-threaded press screw is 1-1/2” in diameter, 22” long and passes through a heavy
cast iron cross-arm. Pressure is applied to a reinforced press-disc which fits inside the tub.
Attached to the bottom of the screw is a cast iron foot which distributes the pressure to the
press-disc

TUBS:

The maple wood tubs have beveled staves for easy cleaning stands 12” high by 13-1/2” OD
in diameter and are banded with heavy steel hoops. The capacity is equivalent to a box (40
lbs) of “pulped” apples. One juice rack is included with each Press.

GRINDER:

The 5-1/2” diameter polymer cylinder has eight stainless steel knives. The specially designed
grinding box is all cast iron. Operation is made smooth, fast and easy by the use of an 18 lb
cast iron flywheel attached to the grinder shaft.

“APPLE EATER”

GRINDER ASSEMBLY
NOW FEATURING A POLYMER DRUM!
NOW SOLD SEPARATELY!

GREAT FOR MOUNTING ON OTHER CIDER PRESS MODELS!

The 5-1/2” diameter, hard
maple wood cylinder has
eight
stainless
steel
knives.
The
specially
designed grinding box is all
cast iron. Operation is
made smooth, fast and
easy by the use of an 18 lb
cast iron flywheel attached
to the grinder shaft.

4-Part Grinder

3-Part Grinder

OUR TESTS PROVE IT!

YOU WILL GET MORE JUICE FROM YOUR APPLES BY USING THIS
“APPLE EATER” GRINDING ASSEMBLY – BECAUSE IT REDUCES
THE APPLES TO A FINE “PULP.”

MOTOR KITS

Tired of hand cranking? Operate you press with ease with this new complete motor kit ready to install. Available for all models except the Yakima.
Motor Kit Includes:

Motor, Pulleys, Belt w/guard & Safety Hopper
Pillow block bearings w/spacers
And all required mounting

COMPLETE KITS
SAVE BIG when you buy it all together!
AVAILABLE FOR THE:
American Harvester
Homesteader
And The Pioneer

INCLUDES:

Complete Cider Press
Motor Kit
Protective Coating
Pressing Bags
Petro-Gel Lubricant
Retractable Wheels

VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE INFORMATION

FREE SHIPPING

On all orders
$200 or more!
OUR WOODSHOP

Take a look at where everything is handcrafted!

EASY LAYAWAY PLAN:

We at Happy Valley Ranch want you to be able to purchase one of our fine
presses. If you need to spread out your payments a little bit, just make a
minimum down payment of $50.00 and we will reserve the press of your choice.
You can make your additional payments any way you choose to fit your budget.
One a week, or once a month, or one payment later on in the year. Just make it
easy on yourself and when we receive your last payment in full, we will ship your
press. Don’t hesitate – ORDER NOW! You’ll be glad you did.

A Message from the Owners
Dear Friends,
We have been building these Presses and Grinders for over 40 years and they
have withstood the test of time for many satisfied users. We value our customers
positive comments and work very hard to meet their expectations.
That is why we can fully guarantee our Presses for ONE FULL YEAR and offer a
10 year extended warranty at a very low price. We know how strong it is built and
the care we take in the construction.
Our CAST IRON Grinder has proven itself to be the best on the market today. It
works so easy and you'll get more juice from your apples.
ORDER TODAY -- You'll be getting full value for your money and have great fun
too. - WE GUARANTEE IT.

Our One Year Guarantee:
Our Complete Presses are guaranteed one (1) full year against any problems
due to defects or workmanship. You must be totally pleased with any Press you
buy from HAPPY VALLEY RANCH or we will cheerfully replace your defective
part.

(Does not include misuse or acts of God) - (You may be required to produce a picture and full explanation of
the problem) (Limited to original owner)

RETAIL PRICE GUIDE
CALL 844-CIDER-19 - Or Order Online At: www.happyvalleyranch.com
PRICE EACH

COMPLETE PRESSES
American Harvester Press
(Mostly Assembled)
Homesteader Press
(Mostly Assembled)
Homesteader Wine Press
(Press Without Grinder)
Pioneer Press
(Mostly Assembled)
(Fully Assembled w/ 1/2 Pint EZ-DO)
Yakima Fruit Press
METAL ONLY KITS
Homesteader Hardware Kit
(Without Wood)
(Without Wood)
American Harvester Hardware Kit
GRINDERS & MOTORS
(No Backboard)
4-Part Grinder Only - Black w/ 18lb Flywheel
3-Part Homesteader Grinder Only - Black w/ 18lb Flywheel
3-Part Pioneer Grinder Only - Red w/ 12lb Flywheel
Motor Kit - WITHOUT Grinder
PROTECTIVE COATINGS
EZ–DO - 1 Pint
EZ–DO - 1 Quart
Poxt Coat II - 1 Quart
PRESS ADD-ONS
Wooden Hopper
(For Grinder)
(w/Handles)
Retractable Wheels
Motor Kit
ACCESSORIES
Pressing Bags
(one or two) (each)
Pressing Bags
(three)
Essentials Kit
Two large bags, Petro-Gel, 1 Pint EZ-Do

Petrol-Gel Lubricant - Food Safe
Picking Bag

(4oz Tube)
(Includes Strap)

BOOK - Apples to Cider: How to make cider at home
BOOK - A First Course in Wine
BOOK - Sweet & Hard Cider
Apple Peeler
(All Metal With Clamp-on Base)
Popular Replacement Parts
Rack-Complete
Pressing Disk
Tub

1249.95
999.95
729.95
799.95
129.95

615
635
350
325
310
375
29.95
42.95
59.95
59.00
99.95
399.95
12.95
20.95
49.95

7.95
59.95
20.00
25.00
15.00
20.00
42.00
51.95
54.95

Prices subject to change without notice
Our shipping and handling charges are zoned and we cannot ship C.O.D. because of additional costs. You are welcome to pick up
your press from 8:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Monday-Friday. Please call in advance so we can have your press ready when you arrive.

2020 Upgrades
Major Improvements

We’ve made many positive changes for the 2020 models.
The Hard Way
The parts that were made of soft maple have been upgraded to hard maple.
Hard maple is more expensive and much harder on the cutting machines. We
feel that it’s worth it for the dramatically increased longevity of your cider press.
Pressing Disk
The pressing disk is now made of hard maple again. The pressing disk has
special insets on each side to make it much easier to pick up. The handle also
goes all the way across the pressing disk for maximum support.
Grinder Drum
The grinder cylinder is now made of hard maple wood. The extra weight creates
more centrifugal force from the flywheel making grinding even easer. The grinder
teeth are actually inset into the wood for extra support. Anyone who has used
teeth that are screwed in above the grinder cylinder will appreciate this nice
touch.

New Equipment
We’ve also invested in new equipment to make more precise cuts and softer
corners. The tighter fittings increase stability and just plain looks better. You’ll
appreciate the precision craftsmanship.

PIONEER

NOW EVERYONE CAN OWN A CIDER PRESS!

This is our less expensive press modeled after the Homesteader. With
only a few trees, it preforms as well as our other models. Presses
approximately 1 - 2 gallons of juice per tub full of pulp. No need to peel
or cut up the apples – grinder does it all. Made from fine quality #1
grade Fir. Featuring a 1-inch diameter Acme Screw and 12 lbs Flywheel.
Includes one Pressing Bag and one pint of EZ-DO Polyurethane. Just
apply the finish and bolt it together and you have everything you need to
make pure, delicious cider.

MAKE YOUR OWN WINES
HOMESTEADER
WINE PRESS

If you haven’t yet discovered the delights of
make your own juices or wines at home, we
invite you to try your hand at this time honored
art.
If you already are an amateur winemaker, you
probably realize by now just why the Happy
Valley Ranch Fruit Press can be such a
wonderful investment in your craft. It’s so much
easier and more pleasurable to produce a full
year’s supply of fine table wine, along with your
ciders and other juices when you have this
outstanding system at home.
One of the great delights of home winemaking is
the huge variety of wine bases you can use.
There’s practically no limit to the different kinds
of fruits, berries, tubers, flowers – even herbs,
spices, honey and cereals you can use to create
exciting new taste experiences.

THE YAKIMA
Anyone who has access to fresh grapes
and soft fruit can quickly and easily
produce their own juice – or wine – with
this convenient press. The model shown
reflects the optimum design in terms of
materials, size and price. The maple wood
tub measures 11” high and 9” in diameter.
All cast iron frame with a ¾” ACME
PRESS SCREW. Total height is 21”

(Not for apples, soft fruit only)

ACCESSORIES
TO GO WITH YOUR NEW PRESS

FREE SHIPPING WHEN ORDERED WITH A COMPLETE PRESS
! ORDER NOW AND SAVE !

WOODEN
HOPPER
FOR YOUR
GRINDER
All maple wood construction. Predrilled for easy assembly. Holds 35 apples and makes
grinding easier and faster. You need not push the apples down and you will get a better grind
because of the steady flow of fruit into the grinder.

RETRACTABLE
WHEELS

Constructed to fit any of our presses
(except the Yakima). Tip press forward
and drop 8” wheels in place. Pull press
back
toward
you
and
wheels
automatically lock into place. Makes
moving the press very easy even down
steps and over rough ground.

American Harvester
& Homesteader
Wheel Kits
include Handles

PRESSING BAGS
Pressing juice can be fast and easy with
our new Pressing Bags made of heavy
Nylon material. 24" diameter and 19" high
fits all our presses. Slightly smaller ones
are available for the Yakima. To use just
insert the bag into the tub letting the sides
hang 'over about 5 inches. Grind your
apples filling the tub 3/4 full. Twist the top
of the bag as you would a trash bag and
place your pressure disc on top. Your juice
will filter almost clear and ready for
drinking, freezing or processing leaving all
the skins, seeds, and dry pulp in the bag.
Just dump it out, rinse and reuse. Wash it
out with only water (NO soap) when you're
through and reuse it next year. They last a
long time but it's nice to have a spare.
You'll want these for sure as you will get
more juice when you use them. Spreading
a bag over the bucket you are draining into
gives you even clearer cider.

COATINGS FOR YOUR PRESS
PROTECT YOUR INVESTMENT

We have found the perfect protection for your press. It must have a moisture seal on it before
using. Lacquer or varnish will work fine but must be redone every few years.
Be sure it is non-toxic and safe for food contact.
ITEM
Application Time:
Drying time to recoat:
Complete drying time:
Years of life:
Amount needed:
Homesteader / Pioneer:
American Harvester:

POXY COAT
2 hours
6 hours
Touch – 3 hours
Cure – 30 to 60 days
8 – 10 years

EZ – DO
1 hour
4 – 6 hours
12 hours

1 quart
2 quarts

1 pint
2 pints

3 – 4 years

Get a mar-resistant, skid resistant, mirror-like finish of exceptional
depth and clarity. Poxy Coat® Clear Coating is lead-free, self
leveling and guaranteed not to crack, chip or peel.

EZ-DO is a non-toxic polyurethane gel that seals and protects
your press in one easy step. It dries within 24 hours for quick use
of your press. The food-safe poly gel is FDA approved and Lead
Free. Order includes: 1 pint, 2”brush, plastic gloves and wiping
cloth.

SOLID BRASS NAMEPLATE
Beautiful sold brass plate engraved as requested
with your name and any special date you choose
such as birthday, anniversary, Christmas, etc. as well
as the registered number of your press which you
may refer to in any correspondence with us in the
future. Nameplate will be shipped separately.
FRUIT PICKER
HEAD AND POLE:
This is the perfect
item for getting to
those hard to reach
apples in the top of
the tree. Comes with
an 8 ft. telescoping
pole and holds 4 to 5
apples.

PICKING BAG:
We have tried it and found it
to be very handy and useful.
Excellent for any type of fruit.
Strap is adjustable and the
draw string hooks at the sides
for easy emptying through the
large opening at the bottom.
The bag is made of Cordura
Waterproof Nylon and the
strap is Polypropylene and
will withstand hard use for
years to come.

SWEET & HARD CIDER BOOK:
This book contains all the information that you need to know about making
cider and preserving it. This book contains 219 pages of Making, Using &
Enjoying sweet & hard cider. Chapters contain information about Cidermaking: What you need and how to do it, making different cider varieties,
Apples for cider, the home cider orchard, beyond cider: vinegars, brandy,
tasting and cooking, and cider and the law and many recipes for cider and
apples.
Apples to Cider: How to make cider at home:
First addition (in USA) by April White with Stephen Wood of Farnum Hill
Ciders. Cider, american's know it as 'Hard Cider', is nothing more than
apples, fermented. It seems simple, until you taste the end result of the
fermentation. Discusses 'What is Cider'?' to 'Starting with Apples' to 'Your
Third batch of Cider and Beyond'.
A First Course in Wine:
By Dan Amatuzzi, who has earned his sommelier accreditation. "In water
one sees one's own face, but in wine one beholds the heart of another." French Proverb. Very colorful book filled with topics from 'Wine Basics' to
Seasons of the Vine' to 'Enjoying Wine' to Wines of the World'.

APPLE PEELER:
It is not needed for making apple cider. It peels,
cores & slices in one easy operation. Makes fast,
clean work of pies, fruit & potato salads, sauces,
canning, drying & delicious apple snacks. Built to
last! Best peeler we could find.

KEEP THINGS RUNNING SMOOTH
PETROL-GEL LUBRICANT:
This excellent lubricant is just what is needed to keep the Acme
Screw and grinder is tip top shape. Absolutely tasteless, odorless
and will not taint when coming in contact with food products.
Impervious to water. Minimum amount to achieve effective results.
Available in 4 oz tube.

FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Is it safe to use?

Yes, but you do have to keep your fingers out of the grinder!
How do I clean it?

Just hose it off with water and dab dry after use. Do not use soaps. All
wood parts should be sealed to resist moisture. Please see our page on
EZ-DO which will do the wood. A light coating of vegetable oil on the
cast iron grinder will help to resist rust.
What happens to the seeds, stems, and skins during pressing?

The seeds and stems of most fruits are small enough to pass through
the grinder without being crushed, so they cannot alter the flavor of the
juice. The cheesecloth or nylon pressing bag used during the pressing
process traps all particles.
Is the "Apple Eater" grinder hard to use?

Not at all! The "Apple Eater" grinder with stainless steel blades and the
18-lb. cast iron flywheel does the work. The special design of our cast
iron "Apple Eater' grinder requires far less labor than any other grinder
on the market.
Why do I need the grinder attachment?

Pressing whole fruit is hard on the operator and hard on the press.
Juices are retained within the cells of fruit, so the fruit must be ground
into a pulp to release these juices. No hand press is powerful enough to
crush whole fruit to a pulp. Without this, you would have to chop the fruit
by hand.
How fast can I make apple cider?

Our grinder will grind a whole box of apples (40 lbs.) into a slurry, in less
than 5 minutes! It takes less than 10 minutes more to press the slurry
into cider. One box of apples makes approx. 2 gallons of cider. You can
reasonably expect to make 12 gallons of cider per hour using the
Homesteader and to make 25 to 30 gallons per hour using the American
Harvester, because you can grind and press at the same time.
Why do you use laminated maple wood?

The laminated maple wood, which we use, will never twist or crack with
age. Besides, it makes for a much stronger machine. Laminating with
the proper glue makes the finished wood 50% stronger than a plain
piece of wood.
Which HAPPY VALLEY RANCH cider press should I buy?

If you are only pressing soft fruit (not apples) or grapes in small
quantities, you can do nicely with our tabletop soft fruit press.
If you are making apple juice or wine for your family for winter storage,

then you should probably buy the single tub unit.
If you have a roadside stand, a large family, or make cider for friends
and neighbors, then you should probably really get with the program and
buy the double tub machine.
Are the presses portable?

Yes. Although our presses weigh quite a bit, two adults can easily move
them. They can be easily moved by one person with our wheel
attachment.
What about making wines and grape juice?

This is no problem. Depending upon the crush you want on your grapes,
you can reverse the rotation of the grinder by simply cranking the other
way. Our grinder does an excellent job of crushing grapes, so you don't
need costly wine making equipment to produce delicious table wines.
We have added a Cider Book to our catalog for those of you who desire
more knowledge about the art of cider pressing and recipes for using
cider in your cooking.
How many apples does your tub hold?

The tub will hold approximately a box (40 lbs) of pulped apples. (Pioneer
Jr. 20 lbs)
How many grapes will the Yakima tub hold?

Depending on the size of the grapes, it will hold approximately one
gallon of fruit.
Do I have to wait a long time to get one?

Since HAPPY VALLEY RANCH cider mills and presses are a handmade
product, production is limited and it is wise to order early before the
apple season begins. However we build these presses all year long and
try to keep a supply on hand so we can ship without delay. Shipping
time is about 5 to 7 days to anywhere in the country.
Can I use my press more often than just during cider making
season?

You bet! From mid-summer on, berries, grapes and other vegetables are
ready for pressing. You can use your Happy Valley Ranch system for
pressing cheese and stored fruit any time of the year.
Do the presses come ready to operate?

Almost. To abide by U.P.S. size and weight requirements we have
packed the press in several large pieces and it requires only a few bolts
to complete assembly.

Dothan, Alabama

www.happyvalleyranch.com
 844-CIDER-19
(243-37)

